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~ regardless of where you live or where your interests lie ~

Regional - 30 Domestic, 22 International Interest – 9, not including Greek

What’s possibly next?
Portland, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Turkey, EMS, AB, LGBT
All-Network Opportunities

Globally Plaid 2013
throughout September

1000Plus 2014
throughout April
Data!

- Volunteer **Confidentiality Form**
- What can be shared, what can’t, and when
- **Splicing** and **dicing** to help your network
- **Easy Check In** app now available
Meet Ashley!

- Ashley Bon – abon@andrew.cmu.edu or 412.268.2462
- Monthly financial reports
- Reimbursements – 90 DAYS!
- Vendor payments – credit cards are almost always easier
Dr. Suresh on the Road

- Patience, please. 😊
- US and International, but no timeline or geographic decisions yet
- Networks will be involved
Time for Discussion/Wrap up

- Possible questions:
  - What didn’t we talk about that we need to address sooner than later?
  - What are some ideas that you have that we should explore to either make your roles easier/more efficient?
  - What would you like to know from other network leaders?